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Innovation increasingly relies on collaboration in teams instead of individual efforts. Although the advantages of
teams for innovating are virtually undisputed, we have only a very rudimentary understanding of their success
drivers. To shed more light on innovation teams, we conceptualize multiplicity in expertise as nonredundant
expertise and distinguish it from factors that facilitate or hinder the integration of this expertise. These factors are
overlap in expertise, disparity in team members’ status, and whether or not teams use automation technology.
We use the empirical context of molecular biology, especially the part of this field in which teams produce and
exchange genetic material in the form of so-called plasmids. Combining data about plasmids from a central
plasmid repository (AddGene) with bibliometric data endows us with a rich dataset capturing information about
team diversity in addition to two innovation performance measures (the number of plasmid orders and the
number of citations attracted by publications). Our analysis shows that multiplicity in expertise increases
innovation performance; this relationship is strengthened by the overlap in expertise and weakened by disparity
in status and the use of the automation technology. Our paper provides a more detailed theory of expertise
diversity and contributes to the diversity literature. Our findings also lead to implications for practitioners.

1. Introduction
Innovation and scientific progress increasingly rely on collaboration
in teams rather than individual efforts. Teams are relevant in new
product development (Salomo et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2014), top
management decision-making (Talke et al., 2010; Wei and Wu, 2013),
and scientific work (Contractor, 2013; Lee et al., 2015; Porac et al.,
2004), besides many other contexts. In direct comparison to individuals,
teams have demonstrated their superiority. For example, science teams,
compared to single scientists, attract more citations (Lee et al., 2015;
Uzzi et al., 2013; Wuchty et al., 2007) and entrepreneurial teams tend to
be more successful than single entrepreneurs (Cooney, 2005; West,
2007). Teams are particularly advantageous when diverse expertise is
required to develop creative and innovative outcomes (Falk-Krzesinski
et al., 2010; Harrison and Klein, 2007; Katzenbach and Smith, 1993;
Knippenberg et al., 2004; Page, 2007; Taylor and Greve, 2006). The
positive effect of expertise diversity is also likely to be subject to con
ditions influencing the team’s ability to integrate the different expertises
(Knippenberg, 2017; Mesmer-Magnus and DeChurch, 2009).
To shed more light on the relationship between expertise diversity

and team innovation performance, we build on and extend the team
diversity literature (Dijk, Engen, and Knippenberg, 2012; Harrison and
Klein, 2007; Pieterse et al., 2013; Williams and O’Reilly III., 1998) by
simplifying and disentangling the construct of expertise diversity into
different subdimensions. We conceptualize multiplicity in expertise as a
potential for innovation and define it as the nonredundant presence or
absence of expertise (Knippenberg et al., 2004); in contrast to the di
versity literature, which conceptualizes diversity as distribution,
including redundant expertise (Harrison and Klein, 2007). Multiplicity in
expertise leads to positive team outcomes because it represents a suffi
cient condition for the combination of different knowledge elements to
novel innovations (Fleming and Sorenson, 2001; Fleming, 2001). This
definition allows us to distinguish it from three conditions facilitating or
impairing the integration of multiplicity in expertise. These conditions are
firstly, overlap in expertise. If individual members have overlapping
knowledge and skills, the multiplicity of expertise can be better inte
grated. Secondly, we identify disparity in status as the diversity in status
among team members. It impairs the positive potential of multiplicity in
expertise by making it more difficult to integrate diverse knowledge and
skills. Finally, we identify the use of automation technology (Autor,
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2015) as an inhibitor for integrating multiplicity in expertise. To oper
ationalize the use of automation technology, we exploit that teams in
our research context can use a certain automation technology called
gene synthesis. Altogether, we pose the following research questions:
How does multiplicity in expertise relate to team performance? How is this
relationship moderated by overlap in expertise, disparity in status, and the use
of gene synthesis?
We formulate hypotheses on the effects of the constructs and test
them in the research context of scientific teams in molecular biology,
more precisely the part of that field that produces and exchanges genetic
material in the form of so-called plasmids. Here, biologists create new
genetic material, thereby exchanging and reusing available material (cf.
Calvert, 2012). They codify the genetic material in the form of plasmids,
which exist independently of chromosomes. This independence makes it
easy to redesign and transfer them between organisms (Hayes, 2003),
and therefore an open exchange system has emerged (Calvert, 2012).
The activity of plasmid creation and exchange covers multiple fields,
such as synthetic biology, virology, and cell biology. The context of
plasmid creation and exchange in molecular biology is well suited to our
research. Most fundamentally, as in most scientific fields, teamwork is
common. Rich data on teams and their outcomes are available because
molecular biologists usually deposit their plasmids (i.e., the actual ge
netic material) in public repositories, which enables the sharing with
other researchers. In parallel, they describe the genetic material in sci
entific publications. Thus, we can capture team compositions by
extracting information on the authors of these publications. We also can
compare two different performance measures: citations of the articles
describing the plasmids and the number of plasmids ordered from the
repository. The data also allow us to identify whether teams have used
the automation technology of gene synthesis (DNA sequencing) (Kunja
pur et al., 2018).
Our empirical strategy is to merge data about plasmids and their
orders from a repository (Addgene1) with bibliometric data (PubMed,
Thomson Reuters’s Web of Science, and Elsevier’s Scopus). Addgene’s
mission is to foster research and scientific progress by collecting and
distributing plasmids.2 Therefore, the repository offers and encourages
biologists to deposit their plasmids and thus make them available to
others. The fact that each plasmid is associated with a scientific article
allows us to merge the Addgene data with bibliometric data. This en
dows us with information about team compositions and their diversity
as well as citation counts and orders for the genetic material. Our
analysis confirms the hypotheses for both or at least one of the perfor
mance measures. It shows that multiplicity in expertise has a positive
direct influence on citations and plasmid orders, as measures of team
performance. Overlap in expertise is a positive moderator while disparity
in status and the use of gene synthesis produce negative moderation
effects.
Our paper contributes to the literature on diversity in teams (Dijk
et al., 2012; Harrison and Klein, 2007; Lee et al., 2015; Pieterse et al.,
2013; Williams and O’Reilly III., 1998). Our conceptual identification
and measure of multiplicity in expertise together with its differentiation
from facilitators/inhibitors of integration provide a more fine-grained
understanding of team diversity. First, our distinction between multi
plicity in expertise and overlap in expertise indicates that the aggregation of
the two dimensions into a distribution of redundant expertise—as the
typical operationalization (Harrison and Klein, 2007)—is a simplifica
tion that comprises two subdimensions that reflect different aspects of
team diversity. Second, our distinction between multiplicity in expertise
and disparity in status indicates that status needs to be distinguished from
expertise. This is even more important since both dimensions negatively
interact. Finally, considering automation technology is critical to a
better understanding of team diversity. Overall, our study allows us to
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draw a much more detailed picture of diversity in innovating teams and
our theory development offers direction toward resolving the contra
dictory findings pointed out by prior research studying the relationship
between diversity in teams and performance (Dijk et al., 2012; Dijk
et al., 2017; Knippenberg and Schippers, 2007; Webber and Donahue,
2001). We also develop implications for practitioners.
2. Theoretical background
This section develops the theoretical background for our study. Most
importantly, this background consists of a brief discussion of team di
versity (Section 2.1), the conceptual development of multiplicity in
expertise (Section 2.2), and the conceptual development of the facilita
tors and inhibitors for its integration (Section 2.3). Besides that, we
discuss the issue of measuring innovation performance (Section 2.4).
2.1. Teams and diversity
The central advantage of teams, from a theoretical perspective, is
that they can capture and integrate skills of individuals specialized in
different disciplines (Durkheim, 1933). Increasing an individual’s skill
specialization improves their effectiveness and efficiency. However, the
scope in which the skills can be applied becomes smaller. Put simply,
specialization increases performance but only in a narrow niche. To
compensate for the decreasing scope, individual efforts need to be in
tegrated (Becker and Murphy, 1992). This is where the value of teams
kicks in. In a team, different individual skill specializations can be
combined and aligned with each other. Using the analogy of search in a
solution landscape, we can say that the single individuals draw from
different parts of the solution space and then, as a team, they can
combine these different parts to new solutions (Fleming and Sorenson,
2001; Fleming, 2001; Ganco, 2017; Strumsky and Lobo, 2015).
In order to capture team potential, research has focused on its di
versity, which can exist in different dimensions, such as knowledge,
function, gender, age, and tenure (Harrison and Klein, 2007; Knippen
berg et al., 2004; Williams and O’Reilly III., 1998). The diversity
dimension of our main interest is expertise, which we understand as the
knowledge directly relevant for the team task. We define expertise as an
individual’s dedication and specialization in specific interests and
knowledge domains. Thus, team-level expertise reflects team diversity
regarding its members’ dedication to and specialization in different in
terests and knowledge.
2.2. Multiplicity in expertise
Diversity in expertise has been characterized as the distribution of
knowledge across the team members, thereby aggregating the amount of
knowledge and its distribution as a single dimension. The measures
make this very clear. Most often Blau’s (1977) index is proposed and
used (Harrison and Klein, 2007; Lee et al., 2015; Ren et al., 2016) or very
similar measures, such as entropy (Ancona and Caldwell, 1992; Giuri
et al., 2010; Teachman, 1980). However, an innovation perspective,
especially the notion of recombination of existing knowledge (Fleming
and Sorenson, 2001; Fleming, 2001), suggests that the presence or
absence of knowledge elements in a team is crucial regardless of its
distribution across the team members. The frequency of how often each
knowledge element occurs in the team does not influence the possibil
ities for recombination.
Thus—consistent with the notion of knowledge recombination—we
conceptualize teams as sets of knowledge elements and characterize
team knowledge and skills as “distinct and nonredundant” (Knippenberg
et al., 2004, p. 1009). A form of knowledge or expertise is either present
in the team or it is not. If it is relevant for the outcome, the individual
who possesses it shares and integrates it. Thus, it is irrelevant whether
several individuals hold the same knowledge. This perspective suggests
that multiple expertise elements come together and allow
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recombination and creativity to unfold regardless of their frequency or
distribution in the team. To distinguish this perspective from the notion
of diversity as a distribution (Harrison and Klein, 2007; Lee et al., 2015;
Ren et al., 2016), we refer to our notion as multiplicity in expertise and
define it as the unique (nonredundant) presence or absence of expertise.

diversity. To distinguish directly and indirectly relevant specializations,
we build on Harrison and Klein’s (2007) categorization of diversity.
They categorize diversity into (1) separation: differences in opinions or
attitudes, which can be captured on a continuum, (2) variety: differences
in knowledge or specializations, which can be structured into categories
without hierarchical ordering, and (3) disparity: differences in resources
such as social status or income with a hierarchical ordering. According
to this categorization, diversity in status is a form of disparity. It is a
vertical differentiation that privileges some team members over others.
Hence, we refer to diversity in status as disparity in status.
Since disparity in status theoretically is an inhibitor for knowledge
integration, the mingling of expertise and status may have contributed
to the contradictory results of earlier research (Knippenberg and
Schippers, 2007; Sivasubramaniam, Liebowitz, and Lackman, 2012;
Webber and Donahue, 2001). If these two constructs indeed have
opposite effects on innovation performance (as we will hypothesize in
Section 3), contradictory findings are to be expected when they are not
distinguished. Thus, we argue that distinguishing disparity in status and
multiplicity in expertise as separate dimensions of diversity has a strong
potential for developing a better understanding of innovation teams.

2.3. Integration of multiplicity in expertise
Multiplicity in expertise is a potential that can be exploited more or less
effectively. Integration of multiple knowledge elements is key to inno
vation (Cronin and Weingart, 2007; Gardner et al., 2012; Harvey, 2014;
Knippenberg, 2017; Knudsen and Srikanth, 2014; Mesmer-Magnus and
DeChurch, 2009). Teams need to make it possible for individuals to
make use of specialization advantages by enabling the effective com
bination of their expertise to develop valuable and innovative outcomes.
We identified three ex-ante (available at the time the team is
assembled) positive and negative constructs (facilitators and inhibitors)
that were often overlooked or at least underresearched. We argue that
these constructs are relevant for multiplicity in expertise’s effectiveness
through integrating diverse expertise but need to be distinguished from
multiplicity in expertise. These three aspects are the overlap in expertise,
disparity in status, and the use of automation technology. (Later, in Section
3, we build hypotheses on how they moderate the relationship between
multiplicity in expertise and team innovation performance.)

2.3.3. The use of automation technology
Related to team diversity and specialization is the use of automation
technology by the team, which becomes increasingly widespread
(Autor, 2015). However, the use of automation technology is easily
overlooked when examining team diversity. Empirically it has been
shown that it affects a team’s expertise diversity to a large extent
(Teodoridis, 2017). Automation technology can be seen as bringing
further abilities to the team (Davenport and Kirby, 2015). Thus, a team’s
use of automation technology needs to be accounted for when exam
ining the team’s diversity of expertise in relation to innovativeness as an
outcome.
We argue that considering the influence of using automation tech
nology in teams helps to improve understanding the effectiveness of
multiplicity in expertise. Automation technology might influence the
ability of a team to integrate their knowledge. Automation technology
usually provides very specific task-solving capabilities. These capabil
ities potentially substitute the need for knowledge and expertise.

2.3.1. Overlap in expertise
Since multiplicity in expertise focuses on the presence or absence of
expertise elements in the team, the question of integrating the expertise
scattered among the team members becomes apparent. Different out
comes can be expected if expertise is nonrecurring allocated over the
individual team members (i.e., each team member holds unique exper
tise, which is not possessed by any other team member) versus expertise
overlaps (i.e., some expertise is redundant between multiple team
members). The latter provides a much more fruitful basis to integrate the
entire set of team knowledge (while multiplicity in expertise is the same).
Team members can exchange and overcome their differences (Cronin
and Weingart, 2007).
We argue that overlap in expertise —expertise that is shared ex-ante,
before the team is assembled—represents a construct that needs to be
considered and distinguished from multiplicity in expertise. The team
diversity literature (Harrison and Klein, 2007; Lee et al., 2015; Ren et al.,
2016) accounts for both constructs as an aggregate, with the diversity
indices based on the distribution. However, this mingles both into one
dimension. Distinguishing multiplicity in expertise and overlap in expertise
allows keeping track of the potential of recombination (the presence of
expertise conceptualized as the multiplicity in expertise) separately from
the integration of this expertise conceptualized as overlap in expertise.

2.4. Measuring the performance of innovation teams
In addition to distinguishing different diversity dimensions, the
measurement of outcomes plays a critical role in assessing team per
formance. We do not advocate that there is a single best way to measure
and evaluate outcomes; prior comparative investigations on innovation
performance measures show that different dimensions are meaningful
and there is no single best measurement (Hagedoorn and Cloodt, 2003;
Lee, 2015; Martin and Irvine, 1983). Therefore, we submit that different
performance measures can reflect different aspects of team performance
and we distinguish (relatively) indirect and (relatively) direct reuse of the
team outcome as two measures of performance.
Innovation teams produce outcomes that are reused by others. Reuse
is commonly seen as an indicator of performance, for example, inno
vation studies use citations to patents (Trajtenberg, 1990) and publi
cations (Schilling and Green, 2011; Uzzi et al., 2013) as measurable
indicators for reuse of knowledge and equate them with success and
value of the cited patent or publication. Besides citations, other in
dicators more directly reflect knowledge reuse. They measure whether
knowledge has been immediately reused, thus they are more closely
related to the basic meaning of reuse. Examples of these more direct
forms are software code reuse (Haefliger, von Krogh, and Spaeth, 2008)
and the reuse of digital representations of 3D-printing objects (Kyriakou
et al., 2017). Also, the reuse of plasmids to replicate them or derive
decedents can be seen as a relatively direct form of reuse.
The major difference between relatively indirect reuse through citing
and relatively direct reuse is the level of abstraction of the reused

2.3.2. Disparity in status
Disparity in status has often been overlooked or even worse inter
mingled with knowledge diversity. The notion of knowledge-related
diversity often mixes specializations that are directly related to solving
the task with specializations that are indirect, meaning only related to
organizational aspects of task solving. Direct specializations are about
knowledge and skills that affect the work on the task. Indirect special
izations relate to how teamwork is conducted, such as a team’s orga
nization in a hierarchy. Both have been implicitly conceptualized as a
single construct under labels such as experience diversity, structural
diversity, functional diversity, and cognitive diversity (Joshi and Roh,
2009; Knippenberg et al., 2004; Vegt and Janssen, 2003; Williams and
O’Reilly III., 1998). Especially the often used construct of functional
diversity (Tekleab et al., 2016) is prone to capture not just knowledge
specialization but also functional aspects of the team.
We argue that this mixing of directly and indirectly relevant spe
cializations can conflate two counteracting forces. The positive effect
associated with expertise diversity can be undermined by hierarchical
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knowledge. Citing reflects the academic, theoretical reuse of abstract
knowledge. Direct reuse represents the applied, engineering-based reuse
of knowledge in form of an explicit instance. Thus, indirect reuse might
affect broader audiences whereas direct reuse narrows down the audi
ence to specialists who are mostly interested in applying the knowledge
or seeking rather smaller steps.
As mentioned, for our study we will not be preferring one measure
over the other. Both indirect and direct measures have their flaws and
are subject to biases. Citations occur not only because of knowledge
reuse and have been criticized as being an impure reflection of knowl
edge reuse, which sheds doubt on their usefulness for performance
measurement. For example, citation counts can be strategically manip
ulated (Seeber et al., 2019; Zaggl, 2017). Relatively direct measures
based on the reuse of software code, 3D-printing objects, and genetic
material also have their flaws in capturing the value of innovations and
knowledge.

(Fleming and Sorenson, 2001; Hargadon and Sutton, 1997; Knudsen and
Srikanth, 2014).
When specifically considering the context of scientific teams, a
positive effect of multiplicity in expertise becomes even more likely.
Compared to other teams (such as company-internal teams, top man
agement teams, or project teams), scientific teams might benefit from
multiplicity in expertise to an even larger extent because of their freedom
to self-organize. They usually can assemble their members themselves
(Wax et al., 2017) and allocate tasks among the members. This likely
leads to the optimal use of multiplicity in expertise with respect to the
team outcome. Thus, scientific teams might be better able to exploit the
positive aspects of multiplicity in expertise. Empirical investigations into
scientific teams support this (Lee et al., 2015). Therefore, we put for
ward our first hypothesis:

3. Hypotheses development

As possible moderators of H1, we put forward three potential con
ditions that potentially influence whether multiplicity in expertise can be
integrated and its potential can be enhanced or diminished.

Hypothesis 1. (H1): Multiplicity in expertise is positively related to
team performance.

We develop hypotheses on the multiplicity in expertise as the baseline
relationship with team innovation performance and how it is moderated
by three facilitators and inhibitors for integrating the variety. These are
the overlap in expertise, the disparity in status, and the use of gene synthesis
as automation technology (see Figure 1). We do not hypothesize the
main effects of the moderators (which are therefore represented as
dashed lines in Figure 1). Our hypotheses do not distinguish between the
two different performance measures (number of citations and number of
plasmid orders). Although we highlighted the differences between them
(Section 2.4), a sufficiently solid theoretical grounding of their differ
ences to develop hypotheses is not given yet.

3.2. Overlap in expertise as a moderator of multiplicity in expertise
Overlap in expertise is conceptualized as commonalities based on
team members’ expertise. Overlap in expertise embodies redundant,
nonunique expertise, which is required for the integration of multiplicity
in expertise.
Overlap in expertise among the members provides a basis for the
integration of heterogeneous expertise distributed among team mem
bers. The overlap enables the individuals to communicate and exchange
ideas and collaborate. It allows team members to interact with each
other and bring in their individual (nonoverlapping, nonredundant)
expertise. Thus, commonalities make it possible to tap into the unique
expertise and make it available on the team level. This integration ac
tualizes the potential synergies among the individuals. In that way,
teams can create synergies and become more than just the sum of their
individual expertise.
Therefore, we argue that the overlap in expertise facilitates the po
tential of multiplicity in expertise. The empirical literature focusing spe
cifically on overlap (or sharedness) of expertise suggests a positive effect
on performance (Reese et al., 2020; Vestal and Mesmer-Magnus, 2020).
This effect likely depends on the availability of multiple expertise, and
thus we argue that overlap in expertise complements diversity in expertise.
Multiplicity of expertise also means disjointed perceptions,

3.1. Multiplicity in expertise
Multiplicity in expertise is the distinct and nonredundant expertise of a
team (Knippenberg et al., 2004). Teams can be characterized as com
binations of various expertises. The encounter of different expertise is a
key driver of novelty and creativity (Amabile, 1983). This positive po
tential has been acknowledged for a long time (Knippenberg et al., 2004;
Tekleab et al., 2016; Williams and O’Reilly III., 1998). Specifically, the
expertise that is relevant for the team tasks at hand represents an
innovation potential. The broader the expertise in a team, the larger the
potential for coming up with useful and novel innovations. Teams can
search larger portions of the solution space and multiple perspectives
help to identify useful solutions and recombine partial solutions

Fig. 1. Research model (The solid arrows indicate the hypothesized effects. The dashed arrows indicate the main effects of the moderators, which we do
not theorize.).
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terminologies, and understanding. These differences need to be bridged
and overlap in expertise sets up desirable preconditions for aligning the
differences and enabling synergies and recombination of the different
knowledge elements. Therefore, team members need to build on com
monalities, i.e., common ground, as a basis for working together
(Buengeler et al., 2017). Commonalities enable communication and
mutual understanding, which is essential for knowledge sharing as a
preliminary step to produce innovative outcomes (Cronin and Weingart,
2007; Gardner et al., 2012). Thus, we expect a positive interaction effect
between multiplicity in expertise and overlap in expertise and put forward
the following hypothesis:

3.4. Use of gene synthesis as a moderator of multiplicity in expertise
In general, automation technology can take multiple forms. It can be
software or other means of helping to standardize and automatize spe
cific tasks. In our research context—the context of plasmid creation and
exchange—one particular technology stands out: gene synthesis (Kunja
pur et al., 2018). Gene synthesis makes it possible to generate genetic
material synthetically (de novo), i.e. without the need to modify a
pre-existing naturally occurring template (Czar et al., 2009; Pfingstag,
2018). This makes the process of generating genetic material more
narrow and standardized, which increases the team’s efficiency
(Holland and Davies, 2020).
Automation technology helps to increase the productivity of team
work. This occurs by replacing individual team members with the
technology (Autor, 2015). However, this productivity mainly increases
the team’s efficiency, not its innovativeness (Holland and Davies, 2020).
We expect gene syntheses as an automation technology to inhibit the
integration of multiplicity in expertise and thus hypothesize a negative
moderation effect of the use of gene synthesis (i.e., whether the teams
used the technology of gene synthesis) with multiplicity in expertise.
Earlier research shows that the use of technology influences team
compositions, including the presence of more generalists, compared to
specialists, in the team (Teodoridis, 2017). Thus, it seems that tech
nology substitutes for specialization and we can think of the technology
as additional, highly specialized team members. Consequently, less
expertise diversity is necessary. The technology of gene synthesis can
not only substitute for the expertise of team members, it can even lead to
group faultlines (similarly as with disparity in status), especially when
multiplicity in expertise is high. It reduces the need for the team members
to interact and exchange with each other. Thus, multiplicity in expertise is
desired to a lesser extent and can even harm team efforts. Thus, we
expect a negative interaction effect between multiplicity in expertise and
the use of gene synthesis and hypothesize:

Hypothesis 2. (H2): Overlap in expertise moderates the positive rela
tionship between the multiplicity in expertise and team performance such
that the relationship is stronger for teams with a large overlap in expertise
than for teams with a small overlap in expertise.
3.3. Disparity in status as a moderator of multiplicity in expertise
As the second moderator, we conceptualize disparity in status. Team
members often differ in their work-related status (Magee and Galinsky,
2008), which can be described as their cumulated prior successes; that
is, the concept of disparity in status.
Disparity in status hinders integration. It can create group faultlines
and implicit hierarchies, both harming team performance. Importantly,
the negative effects of those are amplified by multiplicity in expertise.
Group faultlines occur when diversity in a group leads to subgroups
(Lau and Murnighan, 1998). Group faultlines are not desirable because
they hinder exchange and collaboration. They increase conflict and
reduce team performance (Thatcher and Patel, 2011). Disparity in status
is a likely source of group faultlines. Status, as a social construct, sets
different groups apart from each other (Berger et al., 2002). Thus, they
are a negative driver of integration. When multiplicity in expertise is high,
group faultlines become more likely and more severe. The breadth of the
knowledge increases team incoherence.
Disparity in status can also lead to the emergence of informal hier
archies. It is to be expected that the stronger the disparity in status, the
steeper is the resulting informal hierarchy. These hierarchies can inhibit
knowledge integration and reduce team performance and creativity
(Greer et al., 2018). Informal hierarchies might lead to a reduction in
team members’ willingness to work together. Hierarchies are generally
associated with reduced effort and low motivation (Fehr et al., 2013;
Foss, 2003), which inhibit creativity (Amabile, 2000; Keum and See,
2017), produce agency conflicts (Ross, 1973), and can even lead to
abusive leadership (Tepper, 2007). These aspects counteract team
performance.
The difficulties of integrating expertise that arise from disparity in
status become stronger with high (rather than low) multiplicity in
expertise. The hierarchical power distance resulting from disparity in
status makes the exploitation and integration of diverse expertise diffi
cult. High-status team members will underestimate the knowledge of
low-status members. Similarly, low-status team members have difficulty
convincing high-status team members of the value that their knowledge
offers. This makes it difficult for low-status team members to contribute
to the team outcome. Discussions on an egalitarian level are unlikely,
but such discussions are necessary to find useful combinations of the
diverse knowledge available in the team. Altogether, we expect teams
with a high multiplicity in expertise to be more vulnerable to the negative
effects resulting from disparity in status. Thus, we hypothesize:

Hypothesis 4. (H4): The use of gene synthesis moderates the positive
relationship between the multiplicity in expertise and team performance
such that the relationship is weaker when teams are using gene synthesis
than when teams are not using gene synthesis.
4. Empirical strategy
4.1. Research context
Our research context is located in molecular biology. One part of this
scientific area produces and exchanges genetic material in the form of
plasmids. It is a highly interdisciplinary field and multiple different
specializations come together, as is the case in many areas of the life
sciences. These subfields and disciplines are synthetic biology, virology,
cell biology, bioengineering, and many more. We focus on the part of
molecular biology that is involved in the production and exchange of
plasmids.
Plasmids are a useful and widespread format for the storage and
transfer of genetic material. They are double-stranded DNA sequences
that exist inside cells and replicate and function independently of
chromosomes (Hayes, 2003). This independence from the chromosomes
makes it easy to transfer them to different organisms in which the
plasmids then enable specific functions, for example, the ability to
dissolve toxic substances. Simply put, one can think of plasmids as
replicable containers for genes. Plasmids occur naturally but also can be
produced by modifying (mutating) natural plasmids or through syn
thetic creation (Kunjapur et al., 2018).
The area of plasmid creation and exchange is of particular interest
from the perspective of innovation management. The (re)combination of
genes and their transfer between organisms resembles other innovation
systems. In particular, there are parallels with (open source) software
development (Calvert, 2012). Both, software code and genetic material,

Hypothesis 3. (H3): Disparity in status moderates the positive rela
tionship between the multiplicity in expertise and team performance such
that the relationship is weaker for teams with a large disparity in status
than for teams with a small disparity in status.
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are information-based. This information determines functionality. It is
also easily replicable and reusable (Haefliger et al., 2008), though this is
more difficult in the case of plasmids, which need to be physically stored
by freezing (Marx, 2014).

when a plasmid was ordered and how often it has been ordered from the
repository (number of plasmid orders). The data were obtained in
September 2017 and contained all orders up to this date.
In step 2, we matched the dataset of plasmid orders with data on
“categorized plasmids”; that is, data indicating whether plasmids have
been produced by the use of gene synthesis or not. We obtained the data
for the categorized plasmids from Kunjapur et al. (2018) and Pfingstag
(2018) who developed and applied a method for this categorization.
Based on the nucleotide sequence, they can distinguish whether a
plasmid has been designed by using a technology most often referred to
as gene synthesis. This technology allows biologists to construct
gene-length DNA sequences based on the assembling of DNA molecules
(so-called oligonucleotides). Thus, by using gene synthesis, the bi
ologists can create DNA sequences from scratch without a preexisting
sequence (Hughes and Ellington, 2017). Alternatively, when biologists
create plasmids without using gene synthesis, they need to build on
existing DNA sequences. Thus, gene synthesis automates the task of
producing DNA sequences and plasmids, making it more efficient (Czar
et al., 2009; Holland and Davies, 2020).
The matching of the plasmid order dataset with the dataset from
Kunjapur et al. (2018) was easy because Kunjapur et al. (2018) also
obtained their sample from Addgene. Thus, we could merge the two
datasets using AddGene’s identifier. The categorized plasmid dataset
contains 10,746 plasmids, all of which could be matched to the plasmid
order data.
We then matched the data with bibliometric information (steps 3, 4,
and 5). The plasmid order data from Addgene contain the unique
identification number that is used in the PubMed database, thus linking
each plasmid to a publication. Using these identification numbers, we
obtained the publication data from PubMed and then from the Web of
Science and Scopus. The purpose of these publications is to introduce the
plasmids into the scientific literature. Most publications introduce more
than one plasmid and each plasmid is introduced only once. Hence, each
plasmid is associated with exactly one publication. Thus, the plasmidpublication pairs have a many-to-one relationship.
From the bibliometric data, for all authors we used the “subject
areas” (a set of author-specific keywords reflecting his or her research
background, interests, and experience); the number of previously
received citations; the h-index; their first names (to determine their
gender); and their affiliations. We also ascertained whether a publica
tion received third-party funding; the number of authors is considered as
the size of the team (Adams, Black, Clemmons, and Stephan, 2005); the
publication year; and the number of citations received (Web of Science
and Scopus).
Overall, we could match 9,435 plasmids with all bibliometric in
formation, which equals 2,716 publications.

4.2. Data sources
The empirical strategy of this paper builds on the combination of
plasmid data and bibliometric data. The plasmid data we used was ob
tained from Addgene, which is one of the most important plasmid re
positories, and from Kunjapur et al. (2018), who provided us with results
categorizing the DNA sequences of the plasmids. Addgene stores the
plasmids and physically ships them to scientists; importantly AddGene
keeps track of these orders. AddGene also keeps track of the links be
tween plasmids and the scientific publications in which the plasmids are
described. Specifically, the data records in the Addgene repository
contain the PubMed identification key, which allows us to link each
plasmid to bibliometric data from PubMed, Thomson Reuters Web of
Science, and Elsevier’s Scopus. Thus, we can create a rich dataset about
the scientific teams producing the plasmid and their performance.
4.2.1. Addgene
Founded in 2004, Addgene is a repository for genetic material in the
form of plasmids. Addgene stores plasmids and delivers them to
requesting scientists. The nonprofit organization thus enables a
centralized and efficient exchange between scientists. The repository
also keeps track of the scientific publications describing each plasmid.
Usually, a publication captures multiple plasmids.
Addgene has advantages compared to most of the other plasmid re
positories (e.g., BCCM/GeneCorner3, DNASU4, OriGene5), in that not
only does it store plasmids free of charge for the plasmid developer, but
it also has implemented quality control mechanisms fostering plasmid
quality and avoiding mislabeling (Marx, 2014). It is also unrelated to
and thus independent of any research institution. Therefore, Addgene
has taken a role as the “go-to” repository for genetic material (Kunjapur
et al., 2018).
4.2.2. Bibliometric data sources
We enriched the plasmid dataset with bibliometric data from
PubMed, the Web of Science, and Scopus. PubMed is one of the data
bases of the National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)6,
capturing a large variety of scientific journals. The PubMed identifica
tion key is contained in the Addgene data and allowed us to link the
plasmids to the bibliometric data for their publications in PubMed. The
Web of Science is probably the most commonly used data source (Lee
et al., 2015; Uzzi et al., 2013). It complements the bibliometric data
from PubMed. We used the Web of Science as a data source for author
affiliations, which we needed to construct a control variable. It also
allowed us to get data for controlling whether a publication has received
third-party funding. Elsevier’s Scopus provides very rich data on pub
lications. Most importantly, Scopus contains details about authors’ past
research including the cumulated set of “subject areas” of their
publications.

4.4. Identification of variables
4.4.1. Dependent variables
As our first dependent variable, we used the number of citations that
each publication had received. This information was obtained from the
Web of Science and Scopus. The second dependent variable is the number
of orders, which is the frequency with which each plasmid had been
ordered from the Addgene repository.

4.3. Dataset construction

4.4.2. Independent variables
As the first construct of team diversity, we capture multiplicity in
expertise. To operationalize this construct, we use the “subject areas” of
the team members (authors) in each team. “Subject areas” are repre
sented by a set of keywords that are based on the content of the authors’
publications. We interpret the “subject areas” as an indicator of an au
thor’s interests, experience, and involvement in topics; that is, his or her
expertise.
To measure multiplicity in expertise, we count the number of unique
subject areas (i.e., ignoring redundancies) for each team. Formally, the

We constructed our dataset by conducting the following steps,
beginning with the plasmid data sources (see Figure 2).
In step 1, we obtained data from Addgene about orders for 24,832
different plasmids. Specifically, the data contain information about
3
4
5
6

genecorner.ugent.be
dnasu.org
origene.com
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
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Fig. 2. Data sources and dataset construction.

variable is the cardinality of the set of all team members’ subject areas:
⃒ n ⃒
⃒
⃒
multiplicity in expertise = ⃒ ∪ Ai ⃒,

dataset, but we got permission to use the already categorized plasmid
dataset.
Table 1 provides an overview of the independent and moderator
variables.

i=1

where i denotes each individual team member, Ai is i’s set of subject
areas, and n is the team size.

4.4.4. Control variables
We need to control for several influences: (1) Team size is measured
as the number of team members, which is the number of authors of the
publication (Adams et al., 2005). The literature shows that larger teams
attract more citations (Katz and Martin, 1997; Katzenbach and Smith,
1993; Lee et al., 2015; Wuchty et al., 2007). (2) Prior team experience
indicates how often the identical team (i.e., the same constellation of
team members) has produced a publication before.
We control for (3) the mean status of a team. Because we use disparity
in status as an independent variable, we need to absorb the overall effect
of status. A scientific team consisting throughout of low-status members
compared to a team with only high-status members likely differs in its
influence on performance although both teams have identical disparity in
status. Thus, we add the mean status of a team as a control variable. We
also measure (4) the number of renowned scientists in the team. As
renowned scientists, we consider the top five percentile in terms of the h-

4.4.3. Moderators
Overlap in expertise. To measure overlap in expertise, we apply the
Jaccard similarity index to the authors’ “subject areas”. This index cal
culates the degree of overlap relative to the nonoverlap between the
team members of each team.
The original Jaccard index compares exactly two sets (Levandowsky
and Winter, 1971). It divides the number of overlapping elements by the
total number of elements (Jaccard =

|Ai ∩Aj |
|Ai ∪Aj |,

where A is the set of subject

areas of set i and j). We generalize the Jaccard similarity index for
comparisons of n ≥ 2 sets to also capture team sizes of more than two
authors. As the original Jaccard index, this generalized index is also
limited between 0 and 1. The generalized Jaccard similarity compares
each author with all other authors of the same team and divides the
result by the number of comparisons, which is the number of team
members (n) squared minus the number of team members (because they
should not be compared to themselves):
(
⃒
⃒)
n
n
⃒Ai ∩ Aj ⃒
∑
∑
/ 2
⃒
⃒
overlap in expertise =
⃒Ai ∪ Aj ⃒ ⋅1 n − n
i=1

Table 1
Variable overview.
Input:

Calculation:

Role in research
model:

Multiplicity in
expertise

Subject areas of
team members

Direct effect

Overlap in
expertise

Subject areas of
team members

Count of the
nonredundant subject
areas
Generalized Jaccard
similarity index of the
subject areas

Disparity in
status

Citation
distribution of
team members

Gini index

Use of gene
synthesis

Nucleotide
sequence of
plasmids

Binary classification
into

j=1; i ∕
=j

Disparity in status. To operationalizes team members’ status dif
ferences—disparity in status—we use the distribution of the number of
received prior citations (i.e., the number of citations received, excluding
the number of citations of the focal publication and prior publications)
of all team members. Based on this distribution, we calculate the Gini
index.
Use of gene synthesis. To identify the variable use of gene synthesis,
we distinguish whether a team has made use of the gene synthesis
technology or not. This difference can be inferred from the nucleotide
sequence of the DNA sequence stored in the plasmid (Kunjapur et al.,
2018). Thus, we can distinguish two plasmid categories—synthetically
and nonsynthetically produced plasmids—corresponding to two
different classifications of teams: those who applied gene synthesis for a
specific plasmid and those who did not use that technology (Kunjapur
et al., 2018). We obtained the data from Kunjapur et al. (2018) and
Pfingstag (2018). Since the procedure to distinguish the plasmids is
computationally very demanding, we did not replicate it for the full
7

Integration
facilitator
(positive
moderator)
Integration
impediment
(negative
moderator)
Integration
impediment
(negative
moderator)
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(3)

4.5. Analysis

7
Because we use affiliation diversity and gender diversity only as control var
iables, we do not apply our framework and Harrison & Klein (2007) to cate
gorize and label them as forms of variety.

8

1
-0.150
0.040
1
-0.266
-0.168
0.016
1
0.009
-0.156
-0.097
-0.222
1
-0.009
-0.147
0.073
-0.010
0.008
1
-0.044
-0.024
0.083
-0.099
-0.071
-0.004
1
0.123
-0.218
-0.215
0.488
-0.197
-0.028
0.060
1
0.292
0.025
-0.062
0.159
0.374
-0.105
-0.054
-0.046
1
0.298
0.061
-0.002
-0.043
0.184
0.080
0.083
-0.014
-0.021
1
0.015
-0.031
-0.074
0.015
0.044
0.015
-0.078
0.018
0.061
0.006
1
-0.087
0.029
0.272
0.682
0.222
-0.197
-0.199
0.516
-0.261
-0.040
0.052
11,815
12,204
1,788
64
2
4,369.4
5
29
1.0
1
22
27
1.0
1.0
1
1
0
1
2
0
5.3
0
1
0.0
0
1
4
0.000
0.1
0
485.4
494.0
101.9
4.3
0.1
101.7
0.6
2.4
0.4
0.5
5.1
4.1
0.1
0.1
0.4
190.5
194.8
46.2
6.6
0.01
71.1
0.3
3.3
0.5
0.6
8.8
15.3
0.1
0.5
0.3
2,716
2,716
2,716
2,716
2,716
2,716
2,716
2,716
2,716
2,716
2,716
2,716
2,716
2,716
2,716
(1) Citations in Web of Science
(2) Citations in Scopus
(3) Number of plasmid orders
(4) Team size
(5) Prior team experience
(6) Mean status
(7) Number of renowned scientists
(8) Affiliation diversity
(9) Gender diversity
(10) Received funding
(11) Publication age
(12) Variety in expertise
(13) Disparity in status
(14) Overlap in expertise
(15) Use of gene synthesis

Table 2
Descriptive results.

N

Mean

St. Dev.

Min

Max

1
0.998
0.339
0.058
-0.018
0.226
0.214
0.059
-0.040
-0.065
0.263
0.097
-0.087
0.093
-0.040

(2)

Our dependent variables are count variables. We checked for overdispersion and decided to use negative binomial regressions instead of
basic Poisson regressions. We constructed an exposure variable for our
negative binomial regression models (Greene, 2012, p. 848). Longer
timespans increase the probability of citations and plasmid order counts
because citations and orders cumulate. Therefore, we use the publication
age as exposure variable. Publication age is the timespan in years from the
publication date to the date of our data gathering. Thus, this variable
represents the time span a publication had been available for being
cited. Since the information on when a plasmid entered the AddGene
repository is not available to us, we assume that the publication age
represents the time that its plasmids are available. So, we use publication
age for the regressions estimating citations as well as for estimating
plasmid orders.
When estimating the number of plasmid orders, we use random ef
fects on the team level. As mentioned, multiple plasmids can be pub
lished in a single article, thus the team constellation is the same for these
plasmids. The use of gene synthesis is a plasmid characteristic and
therefore is measured differently when estimating citations versus
plasmid orders. When estimating citations, it is the share of synthetic
plasmids among all plasmids that are introduced in a given article. When
estimating plasmid orders, it is a binary variable indicating whether the
focal plasmid has been created using gene synthesis (1) or not (0).

1
0.031
-0.013
0.175
0.188
0.057
-0.047
-0.034
0.217
0.075
-0.085
0.008
-0.001

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

where g is a binary variable representing the gender of each team
member and n is the number of team members. Subtracting 0.5 and
taking the absolute from the mean of the sum of g produces a measure
bound between 0 (indicating maximum diversity) and 0.5 (indicating no
diversity). This measure is multiplied by 2 to scale it to an interval be
tween 0 and 1. The subtraction of 1 and the multiplication with –1
reverse the measure, thus the final measure increases with diversity,
resulting in 1 for teams with maximum gender diversity and 0 for ho
mogenous teams. (We coded g with 0 for male and 1 for female. The
equation, however, results in the same value with the reverse coding.)
Our measure is very similar to Blau’s index (Blau, 1977) but it does not
assume a quadratic increase of the measure. (We obtained qualitatively
the same regression results when using Blau’s index for measuring
gender diversity.)
Finally, another control variable is (7) received funding, which is
represented by a binary variable from the Web of Science showing
whether a publication was funded by a funding agency (1) or not (0).
Prior research has shown that funding influences the performance of
scientific teams (Lewison and Dawson, 1998; Zhao, 2010). Descriptive
measures and correlations of the variables are shown in Table 2.

1
0.339
0.057
-0.017
0.224
0.213
0.062
-0.041
-0.066
0.258
0.097
-0.087
0.093
-0.039

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

index of all scientists in our sample.
It is especially important to control for other forms of diversity.
Therefore, we measure (5) affiliation diversity as a control variable.7 It
reflects the geographical variety of the teams (Bercovitz and Feldman,
2011; Jones et al., 2008). It is operationalized as the Herfindahl-Hirsch
Index of the team affiliations. Similarly, we account for (6) gender di
versity, which has been shown to affect team performance (Dwyer et al.,
2003; Østergaard, Timmermans, and Kristinsson, 2011). We calculate
gender diversity as:
⃒)
( ⃒∑n
⃒ g
⃒
gender diversity = 2 ⋅⃒⃒
− 0.5⃒⃒ − 1 ⋅(− 1),
n

1
0.048
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of plasmid orders. The negative effect on citations might be specific to
the context of plasmid creation and exchange. It might be an indicator
that nonfunded research is less constrained, which could be especially
important in our research context (possibly due to its high degree of
interdisciplinarity), thus leading to more successful publications.

5. Results
Table 3 shows the results of negative binomial regression models.
The table is structured as follows. The number of citations in the Web of
Science is estimated by Models 1-6, the number of citations in Scopus is
estimated by Models 7-12, and the number of plasmid orders is esti
mated by Models 13-18.

6. Discussion
We hypothesized how a team’s multiplicity in expertise moderated by
overlap in expertise, disparity in status, and the use of gene synthesis in
fluence team performance. Using two forms of resue (citations and
plasmid orders), we tested our hypotheses in the research context of
plasmid creation and exchange in molecular biology, a novel and highly
interdisciplinary scientific area that deals with the design, modification,
and exchange of genetic material. The empirical analyses largely sup
port our hypotheses.

5.1. Hypotheses tests
Models 1, 7, and 13 represent the baseline models, testing only the
control variables. Models 2, 8, and 14 add multiplicity in expertise test H1.
These three models show a positive and significant effect of multiplicity in
expertise thus supporting H1. Models 3, 9, and 15 add overlap in expertise
as a moderator of multiplicity in expertise and test H2 with the result of
supporting the hypothesis for plasmid orders as the performance mea
sure (Model 15). Support for citations is not only given through Models 6
and 12, which include all interaction effects. Models 4, 10, and 16 test
disparity of status as a moderator of multiplicity in expertise. These models
confirm H3. Models 5, 11, and 17 test H4 by adding the use of gene
synthesis as a moderator of multiplicity in expertise. This hypothesis is
supported only for citation counts but not plasmid orders.

6.1. Contribution to theory
This paper offers three major theoretical contributions to the litera
ture on team diversity (Harrison and Klein, 2007; Joshi and Roh, 2009;
Knippenberg et al., 2004; Knippenberg and Schippers, 2007; Lee et al.,
2015; Williams and O’Reilly III., 1998). Our conceptualization and
measure of multiplicity in expertise and its differentiation from expertise
overlap, status disparity, and the use of automation technology as
facilitators/inhibitors of integration provide a more fine-grained un
derstanding of team diversity. All three contributions address the liter
ature on innovation teams in general (Bercovitz and Feldman, 2011;
Leavitt, 1996; Salomo et al., 2010; Srikanth et al., 2016) and more
specifically the literature on science teams (Adams et al., 2005; Lee
et al., 2015; Melin, 2000; Porac et al., 2004) and the “science of team
science” (Falk-Krzesinski et al., 2010; Hall et al., 2018; Stokols et al.,
2008).
The first contribution is the conceptualization of multiplicity in
expertise as nonredundant elements of knowledge (i.e., only considering
the presence or absence of knowledge elements but ignoring their fre
quency). Although this conceptualization is a simplification compared
to the existing variety measures (Harrison and Klein, 2007), which take
the distribution of knowledge into account (e.g., Blau’s (1977) index
(Lee et al., 2015; Pieterse et al., 2013; Ren et al., 2016)), it enables us to
clearly distinguish between expertise presence and expertise overlap.
Considering multiplicity in expertise and distinguishing it from overlap in
expertise as two separate dimensions accommodates the recombinational
theory of innovation (Fleming and Sorenson, 2001; Fleming, 2001;
Schilling and Green, 2011), which suggests that the presence of
knowledge is relevant rather than its distribution. We provided strong
empirical evidence for the usefulness of the nonredundant conceptual
ization of knowledge by confirming H1 (the direct effect of multiplicity in
expertise). At the same time, integration of expertise is important. By
confirming H2 (the interaction effect between multiplicity in expertise and
overlap in expertise), our study provided evidence of the relevance of
knowledge integration through redundant knowledge.
Second, our distinction between multiplicity in expertise and disparity
in status improves the understanding of team diversity by conceptual
izing the differences between expertise and status hierarchies. The
existing team diversity literature mingled expertise-related dimensions
that are directly relevant for solving the task dimensions that affect how
the work is conducted, such as team roles and hierarchies (Knippenberg
et al., 2004; Vegt and Janssen, 2003; Williams and O’Reilly III., 1998).
Distinguishing the two dimensions is critical since status diversity di
minishes integration, reducing the potential of multiplicity in expertise.
Conforming H3 (finding a negative interaction effect between multi
plicity in expertise and disparity in status) empirically supports the
distinction between multiplicity in expertise and disparity in status and the
integration diminishing effect of disparity in status. This raises the
awareness of status disparity as an issue for teams and brings the

5.2. Further findings
Beyond the hypotheses tests, our results also show significant direct
effects of the moderator variables and some interesting effects of control
variables. Overlap in expertise has a significant positive effect on citations
but no consistent effect on plasmid orders. Disparity in status has an
overall negative direct effect, which is consistent with the empirical
literature (Greer et al., 2018). The direct effect of the use of gene synthesis
depends on the kind of performance measure. It has no direct effect on
citations but no significant effect on plasmid orders.
The control variable team size is positively related to the number of
citations, which is consistent with prior research (Lee et al., 2015;
Whitfield, 2008; Wuchty et al., 2007), but negatively related to the
plasmid orders. Thus, it seems that the positive effect is specific to ci
tations as a performance measure. The differential finding supports the
voices criticizing citations as a measure for performance because this
measure is inflated by strategic citations (e.g., self-citations or reciprocal
citations) and team size amplifies the occurrence of strategic citations. If
team size contributed directly to innovation quality, we would also
expect a positive impact on plasmid orders.
Prior team experience is negatively related to citations and not
significantly related to plasmid orders. The negative effect might be that
successful teams are more likely to start new projects in the same
constellation but the new projects are less likely to be of the same quality
as the previous ones. Indeed, studies on team familiarity show a detri
mental effect (Sieweke and Zhao, 2015; Ziller et al., 1962), especially of
very high degrees of familiarity (Xie et al., 2020). Since our proxy for
prior experience reflects identical team member compositions, the
negative effect is to be expected. The mean status and the number of
renowned scientists are positively related to citations and plasmid orders,
which is consistent with intuition.
Affiliation diversity is negatively related to citations. This finding is
also consistent with research (Cummings and Kiesler, 2005).
Geographical distance makes it more difficult for team members to co
ordinate their activities. Interestingly, gender diversity is negative for
both performance measures. Thus, our results indicate that there is no
benefit in gender diversity per se. Given prior research that showed a
positive (Østergaard et al., 2011), a neutral (Lungeanu and Contractor,
2014), or a negative trend (Joshi and Roh, 2009), it is likely that this
result is specific for the context.
Received funding negatively affects citations, which is surprising since
prior studies showed a positive, though weak, relation to citations
(Lewison and Dawson, 1998; Zhao, 2010). It has no effect on the number
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10

4.113***
(0.020)
2,716

4.138***
(0.020)
2,716

1.209***
(0.056)
0.023t
(0.013)

-0.114***
(0.013)
0.029***
(0.002)

-0.031***
(0.004)
-0.236***
(0.017)

0.014***
(0.0001)
0.088***
(0.011)

0.028***
(0.002)
-0.404***
(0.053)

4.577***
(0.023)
2,716

-0.826***
(0.038)
-0.051***
(0.009)

-0.128***
(0.013)
0.043***
(0.004)

-0.024***
(0.004)
-0.276***
(0.017)

0.014***
(0.0001)
0.080***
(0.011)

0.028***
(0.002)
-0.526***
(0.054)

(4)

4.079***
(0.020)
2,716

-0.102***
(0.017)
-0.030***
(0.004)

-0.115***
(0.013)
0.019***
(0.002)

-0.023***
(0.004)
-0.256***
(0.017)

0.014***
(0.0001)
0.074***
(0.011)

0.030***
(0.002)
-0.375***
(0.053)

(5)

4.523***
(0.023)
2,716

-0.104***
(0.016)
-0.031***
(0.004)

-0.549***
(0.039)
-0.080***
(0.009)

0.988***
(0.058)
0.030*
(0.013)

-0.113***
(0.013)
0.055***
(0.004)

-0.029***
(0.004)
-0.243***
(0.017)

0.014***
(0.0001)
0.073***
(0.011)

0.032***
(0.002)
-0.472***
(0.053)

(6)

4.025***
(0.019)
2,716

-0.118***
(0.013)

-0.009*
(0.004)
-0.296***
(0.018)

0.014***
(0.0001)
0.149***
(0.011)

0.043***
(0.002)
-0.203***
(0.051)

4.136***
(0.020)
2,716

-0.123***
(0.013)
0.022***
(0.002)

-0.020***
(0.004)
-0.270***
(0.017)

0.014***
(0.0001)
0.085***
(0.011)

0.028***
(0.002)
-0.356***
(0.053)

Negative binomial
Citations in Scopus
(7)
(8)

4.160***
(0.019)
2,716

1.219***
(0.056)
0.009
(0.013)

-0.110***
(0.013)
0.030***
(0.002)

-0.028***
(0.004)
-0.237***
(0.017)

0.014***
(0.0001)
0.091***
(0.011)

0.026***
(0.002)
-0.396***
(0.053)

(9)

4.594***
(0.023)
2,716

-0.784***
(0.038)
-0.052***
(0.009)

-0.126***
(0.013)
0.040***
(0.004)

-0.021***
(0.004)
-0.277***
(0.017)

0.014***
(0.0001)
0.081***
(0.011)

0.031***
(0.002)
-0.446***
(0.053)

(10)

4.101***
(0.020)
2,716

-0.103***
(0.017)
-0.028***
(0.004)

-0.112***
(0.013)
0.020***
(0.002)

-0.020***
(0.004)
-0.258***
(0.017)

0.014***
(0.0001)
0.076***
(0.011)

0.029***
(0.002)
-0.367***
(0.053)

(11)

4.537***
(0.023)
2,716

-0.104***
(0.016)
-0.028***
(0.004)

-0.517***
(0.039)
-0.080***
(0.009)

1.007***
(0.058)
0.028*
(0.012)

(0.017)
-0.110***
(0.013)
0.055***
(0.004)

-0.025***
(0.004)
-0.244***

1.132***
(0.0001)
0.075***
(0.011)

0.030***
(0.002)
-0.461***
(0.053)

(12)

0.008
(0.033)

0.016*
(0.008)
-0.122**
(0.046)

0.008***
(0.0003)
0.323***
(0.032)

-0.025***
(0.002)
-0.082
(0.139)

1.740***
(0.047)
9,435
2,716
Yes
Yes
-35,312.7

0.008
(0.033)
0.019***
(0.005)

0.008
(0.008)
-0.117*
(0.046)

0.008***
(0.0003)
0.289***
(0.033)

-0.028***
(0.003)
-0.048
(0.139)

Negative binomial
Plasmid orders
(13)
(14)

1.688***
(0.045)
9,435
2,716
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
-145,303.7 -145,124.8 -144,974.4 -144,594.8 -145,041.1 -144,454.2 -145,783.8 -145,602.9 -145,450.4 -145,087.3 -145,522.0 -144,951.8 -38,131.6

4.176***
(0.040)
2,716

-0.125***
(0.013)
0.021***
(0.002)

-0.023***
(0.004)
-0.269***
(0.017)

-0.013**
(0.004)
-0.294***
(0.018)

-0.121***
(0.013)

0.014***
(0.0001)
0.083***
(0.011)

0.029***
(0.002)
-0.362***
(0.053)

0.014***
(0.0001)
0.147***
(0.011)

0.037***
(0.002)
-0.347***
(0.053)

Note: tp<0.1
*
p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; two-tailed

Observations
Groups
Exposure
Random Effects
Log Likelihood

Received
funding
Multiplicity in
expertise
(H1)
Overlap in
expertise
Multiplicity in
expertise x
Overlap in
expertise
(H2)
Disparity in
status
Multiplicity in
expertise x
Disparity in
status (H3)
Use of gene
synthesis
Multiplicity in
expertise x
Use of gene
synthesis
(H4)
Constant

Number of
renowned
scientists
Affiliation
diversity
Gender
diversity

Mean status

Prior team
experience

Team size

Dependent variable:
Negative binomial
Citations in the Web of Science
(1)
(2)
(3)

Table 3
Negative binomial estimates of received citations (Scopus and Web of Science) and plasmid orders.

1.744***
(0.047)
9,435
2,716
Yes
Yes
-34.457.0

0.352
(0.232)
0.125***
(0.033)

0.015
(0.033)
0.018***
(0.005)

0.007
(0.008)
-0.106*
(0.046)

0.008***
(0.0003)
0.299***
(0.033)

-0.027***
(0.003)
-0.012
(0.140)

(15)

(17)

(18)

2.429***
(0.059)
9,435
2,716
Yes
Yes
-34,850.6

-1.871***
(0.101)
-0.082*
(0.033)

0.025
(0.033)
0.042***
(0.011)

0.012
(0.008)
-0.140**
(0.045)

1.762***
(0.047)
9,435
2,716
Yes
Yes
-34,901.9

0.012
(0.009)
0.008
(0.007)

0.002
(0.033)
0.021***
(0.005)

0.012
(0.008)
-0.131**
(0.045)

2.448***
(0.060)
9,435
2,716
Yes
Yes
-33,112.0

0.013
(0.009)
0.008
(0.006)

-1.361***
(0.130)
-0.093**
(0.029)

0.254
(0.200)
0.128***
(0.033)

0.025
(0.033)
0.037***
(0.011)

0.015
(0.008)
-0.150***
(0.045)

-0.012*** -0.030*** -0.013***
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.003)
-0.213
-0.040
-0.163
(0.137)
(0.138)
(0.138)
0.008*** 0.008*** 0.008***
(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003)
0.264*** 0.272*** 0.257***
(0.033)
(0.033)
(0.033)
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literature of status hierarchies (Fehr et al., 2013; Magee and Galinsky,
2008) closer to the team diversity literature (Harrison and Klein, 2007;
Joshi and Roh, 2009; Knippenberg et al., 2004; Knippenberg and
Schippers, 2007; Lee et al., 2015; Williams and O’Reilly III., 1998).
Third, considering automation technology brings a new aspect to
team diversity. Automation technology as an aspect of team diversity
has been researched before (Teodoridis, 2017). We further embed the
use of automation technology into the understanding of team diversity
by characterizing it as an inhibitor of integrating expertise diversity and
empirically support this conceptualization (confirming H4 which
showed a negative interaction effect between multiplicity in expertise and
the use of gene synthesis). We support and extend the intuition that
automation mainly increases the efficiency of teamwork but not the
quality (Holland and Davies, 2020).
Beyond our contributions to the team diversity literature, we intro
duce the context of plasmid creation and exchange to the literature of
innovation management. This context resembles the innovation and
sharing activities in open source software and other open knowledge
exchange systems (e.g., Haefliger et al., 2008). Thus, it provides the
opportunity to test and further develop theory about open knowledge
exchange.

Future innovation management research should further investigate
the creation and exchange of genetic material. This area and the related
disciplines are becoming more and more relevant (Oldham et al., 2012)
and we need to learn more about teamwork and other
innovation-related aspects in this context, such as regulations and
ethical considerations (Check, 2006). The context of plasmid exchange
in molecular biology is highly interesting because it is relevant for
concepts that are key to innovation theory, such as reuse and knowledge
recombination (Fleming and Sorenson, 2001; Schilling and Green,
2011), and the parallels with knowledge-sharing in open source soft
ware are also apparent (Calvert, 2012). We expect that the creation and
exchange of genetic material in molecular biology will soon be subject to
research from different angles of innovation management.
Our study is empirically bound to the context of plasmid creation and
exchange in molecular biology. Generalizability to other contexts is
limited. We are more confident in arguing generalizability to other
science teams than other forms of teams (e.g., new product development
teams). For more remote forms of teams, replications or independent
studies are needed. For example, the testing of disparity in status in
innovation teams inside traditional organizations would increase our
understanding of teamwork.
Another avenue for future research lies in developing a better un
derstanding of team diversity in relation to the specifics of the perfor
mance measure. We considered two reuse-based performance
measures—citations and plasmid orders—and found some differences
(especially regarding the control variables). Future research should
develop a clear conceptualization of different forms of reuse as a per
formance measure and investigate differences.

6.2. Implications for practitioners and management
Our study has important and wide-ranging implications for practi
tioners. Teams are very common in creating new solutions and in
novations, thus optimizing their effectiveness has a huge impact. Our
results show that multiplicity in expertise can have a positive effect. Thus,
team leaders and team members should deliberately strive for diversity
in this dimension and overcome tendencies that lead to overly homog
enous groups (Wax et al., 2017). If teams convene multiple kinds of
expertise, they are much more powerful in producing high-performance
outcomes. However, when teams are assembled, multiplicity in expertise
alone represents only a small part and integration also needs to be
considered. Ideally, it should be combined with a strong overlap in
expertise.
At the same time, disparity in status should be avoided. This is espe
cially the case in the presence of multiplicity in expertise, which can
amplify the negative effect of disparity in status. It is helpful for team
members to avoid informal hierarchies. However, this might be chal
lenging because innovation teams can have a natural tendency to form
disparate teams according to status. Inexperienced individuals sort into
teams with high-status individuals in the hope of learning from them or
profiting from their prestige. High-status individuals want to collaborate
with junior individuals because they can delegate large portions of the
workload. Team members should be aware that these individual motives
can be detrimental to the team outcome.
The effect of automation technology in relation to expertise diversity
also needs to be taken into account when teams are assembled. Despite
the fact that automation technology has been praised for increasing the
efficiency of teamwork (Holland and Davies, 2020), the detrimental
effect on innovation performance through inhibiting integration needs
to be considered. Practitioners need to compensate by increasing the
expertise overlap when assembling teams.
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